Year 9
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Name:

Tutor:

What is a Knowledge Organiser?

Knowledge Organisers are a central place where staff have placed key content, skills and knowledge to help
you progress. These skills are essential for your success and will need to be memorised and applied in your
lessons. There are some techniques for how you can use Knowledge Organisers below:

Flashcards

Questions/Answers, Answers/Questions

These are a very good and simple self testing
tool, they can be physical or electronic.

Question: In what year was George V’s
coronation?

To make your own, take some card and cut
into rectangles, roughly 10cm x 6cm.

Answer: 1911

Write the keyword on one side and the
definition on the other. Go through your
cards looking at one side and seeing if you
can remember the keyword/definition on
the other side.
This video offers a really good guide for using
them effectively:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eVajQP
uRmk8

Ask a parent, carer or study partner to write
you questions (or answers) and then you
write the answer (or possible question that
would correspond to the answer).
You can also write your own questions. If
you do this leave it at least a day until you
answer them to see what you can remember
after a while.
Always check and correct!

Autumn term home learning task grid
Revision techniques

Think hard

Flash cards
Create three flash cards summarising
the topic you are studying from your
knowledge organiser.

Connection map
Pick a topic from the knowledge
organiser and select 15 key terms from
the page. You then need to write the
words randomly on a sheet of A4 and
join words together which link and
explain why they link together.

Quiz questions
Create 10 – 15 challenging quiz
questions related to a unit of work
studied from your knowledge organiser.

Memory retrieval

Metacognition

Mnemonics
Pick a topic from the knowledge
organiser you are studying and
produce an acronym or sentence
acrostic to help you remember key
information

Thinking stems
Pick a topic you are studying from the
knowledge organiser and complete the
following sentence stems: I’m
wondering…, I’m thinking…, I’m
noticing…, I’m seeing, I’m feeling…, I’m
figuring out…

Reduce
Pick a topic you are studying from your
knowledge organiser and reduce the
information into 10 main points.

Key word grid
Pick a topic from the knowledge
organiser and write down 9 of the key
words, then explain how the words link
together

Inking your thinking
Pick a topic you are studying from the
knowledge organiser and explain how
you will stay focused and cope with the
difficult parts.

Poem/Song
Write a poem or song which
summarises the topic you are studying
using your knowledge organiser.

Prioritise
Pick a topic you are studying from your
knowledge organisers and explain the
three most important pieces of
information you need to know and why
its important

Be the expert
Produce a key fact file for a topic you
are studying from the knowledge
organiser

What do you know?
On an A4 piece of paper write down
everything you know about a topic
without using any books, then check
your work with your knowledge
organiser

Analysis
Pick a topic you are studying from your
knowledge organiser. Underline the
three most important statements and
explain why you chose them

Make the link
Find some pictures linked to a topic
from your knowledge organiser and
explain how each image links to the
topic

Alarm clock
Pick a topic you are studying from the
knowledge organiser. Do you truly
understand it? What do you find
confusing? Summarise the information
in 5 or 6 sentences

Sticky note
Go through your work in your book,
with a different purple coloured pen
note in the margin your thoughts on
how you can improve, what links to
prior learning, what skills you have
demonstrated

Home learning at SUA
Home learning guidance
•
For your home learning you need to complete tasks from the ‘home learning task grid.’ These tasks are all linked to revision and metacognition
strategies to support you for your future studies.
•
To complete your home learning you will use your knowledge organiser in addition to any other information you may wish to research.
•
You will be set deadlines by your class teachers and asked to upload your tasks to Classcharts so your teachers can support you.
•
The home learning grid is created in a series of tasks, you cannot complete the same task twice for any one subject until you have tried them all.
Therefore throughout the year you will have completed a range of the different tasks.
How often will home learning be set?
•
The amount of times you are asked to complete an activity from the task grid depends on how many times you have a subject.

Number of lessons

KS3

KS4

2 per week

2 tasks per term

N/A

3 per week

4 tasks per term

4 tasks per term

4+ per week

6 tasks per term

6 tasks per term

For subjects such as art, DT, music, drama, and PE home learning will include attendance at creative or sporting extracurricular activities.
When will my home learning be collected?
• Your teachers will set the deadlines for the completion of your home learning on Classcharts. You will be required to upload your tasks onto Classcharts
before the deadline set by your teacher. If you require any support in uploading your work speak to your tutor.
How will this help me?
• This style of home learning has a number of benefits…
- It allows you to have some choice over your home learning tasks.
- It ensures that you begin to practise a range of revision and metacognition strategies so that you are more prepared when you complete
your GCSE and A Level courses and know which strategies work for you.
- It will help improve knowledge of the various subject areas through using your knowledge organiser.
How will the academy support me to complete my home learning?
• Home learning can be completed in the library at lunchtimes where you can use the computers to research and complete presentation work if you chose
to do so.
• Home learning clubs within departments will be available to support you completing the tasks.
• Your teachers can provide you with record cards or flash cards, paper and highlighters if you require these.

Memory recall
These methods are techniques you can use to help remember information for all your subjects. Teachers at SUA use these
techniques to support you remembering key information, they will help you when revising and improving your knowledge and
understanding too.

Retrieval Practice
How to do it:
Put away your class materials, and
write or sketch everything you
know, Be as thorough as possible.
The check you class materials and
knowledge organisers for accuracy
and add any important bits you
missed.
Take as many practice tests as
possible. Try making your own
tests and trade them with a friend.
Make flashcards. Just make sure
you practice recalling information
on them, and go beyond
definitions by thinking of links
between ideas.

Visualise images
Keywords are converted into
words that sound similar

Mental menus
Turn key pieces of knowledge into
mnemonics
e,.g
Identify the problem
Develop alternative
Execute a solution
Assess the results

Sticky note
Identify areas you can improve,
links ideas in your learning and
write them on a sticky note

Elaboration
How to do it:
Ask yourself questions while you are
studying about how things work and
why, and then find out the answers
and discuss them with your
classmates.
As you elaborate, make connections
between different ideas to explain
who they work together. Take two
ideas and think of how they are
similar and different.
Describe how the ideas you are
studying apply to your own
experiences or memories. As you go
through the day make connections to
ideas you are learning in lessons.

Peer and self assessment
Peer assessment enables students to give each other valuable feedback so they learn from and support each other. It adds
a valuable dimension to learning: the opportunity to talk, discuss, explain and challenge each other to achieve beyond
what they can unaided.
Self assessment, promotes independent learning, helping students to take increasing responsibility for their own progress.

Peer Assessment

Self Assessment

What went well:

Even better if:

What went well:

Even better if:

•
•

•

•
•

•

•
•
•

I like this work because….
In explaining your ideas
you have developed your
skills in…
You have explained by…
You have applied your
knowledge by…
Good keywords you used
include…

•

•
•
•
•

You could have explained
... in more detail.
Check your spelling of
these words…
You could have used
these keywords…
You need to develop
your skills in…
You still need to…
You need to apply your
knowledge by…

•
•
•
•

A new thing I learnt is…
New keywords that I
learned today include…
Something I enjoyed
today was…
I have improved my skills
in..
Something I already
knew before the lesson
was…
I have applied my
knowledge by…

•

•
•
•
•

One thing I need to
improve on is…
Keywords that I need to
be able to use include…
I need to develop my
skills in…
Something I need to
revise at home is…
Spellings that I need to
learn include…
I need to apply
knowledge by…

Can I write in paragraphs?

Self Reflection

Can I use different sentence types?

I am proud of my work because...

Simple sentences: contains a subject and a verb and can
contain an object.
• I like to read.
• Tom enjoys reading at home.

•I have written clearly so that the reader can understand
my writing easily.

The TIPTOP rule

•I have checked my spelling and corrected any errors.

You move onto a new paragraph when
you change time, place, topic or person.

•I have used full sentences with a subject and a verb.

Compound sentences: joins two simple sentences using a
conjunction: for, and, nor, but, or, yet, so.
• Sarah likes to read in the library but Tom prefers to read at
home.

•I have used correct punctuation and grammar.
1. I always start an essay with an
introduction which addresses the
question.
2. I finish an essay with a conclusion to
summarise the main points of my
argument and to address the question
again.
3. I use connectives in each paragraph
to link my ideas and to put them in a
logical order.

Have I used the correct grammar?
I am aware that I must use language that
is appropriate to my reader.
 No slang. For example: that lesson
was bangin’.
 No informal language. For example:
I’m gonna do my homework now.

•I have paragraphed my work using TIPTOP.
•My writing is suitable for the person I am writing for.

Common Contractions
11 o’clock He’ll
Aren’t
He’s
Can’t
How’s
Couldn’t I’d
Didn’t
I’ll
Doesn’t I’m
Don’t
Isn’t
Hadn’t
It’ll
Hasn’t
It’s
Haven’t I’ve
He’d
She’d

She’ll
She’s
Shouldn’t
They’d
They’ll
They’re
Wasn’t
We’d
We’ll
We’re
Weren’t

What’s
Where’s
Who’d
Who’ll
Won’t
Wouldn’t
You’d
You’ll
You’re

Complex sentences: contains a subordinate clause and can
include: as, because, since, after, although, or when.
Because Robert felt tired, he only studied for an hour.
Although the rain had stopped, the pitch was still waterlogged.
Paul enjoys music, however, he is more proficient in art.

Connectives
Meanwhile
Nonetheless
However
Although
Moreover
But
Since
Yet
Therefore
Besides

Furthermore
Whereas
Nevertheless
Alternatively
Consequently
Firstly
Secondly
In addition
Subsequently
Finally

The Apostrophe

The Basics
 Every sentence must start with a capital letter.
 Every sentence must finish with some form of
punctuation.
 Proper nouns need capital letters. These are unique
people, places or things e.g. there are many cities so ‘city’
doesn’t take a capital letter. However there is only one
London, therefore it takes a capital letter.
 When writing titles of works such as books, films or plays:
 Capitalise the first word
 Capitalise any main/important words
 Don’t capitalise minor words such as ‘and’, ‘of’ or
‘the’ e.g. The Sound of Music, The Wizard of Oz,
Harry Potter and the Goblet of Fire.
 When writing speech:
 Go to a new line when a different person speaks e.g.
“Good morning,” said the Headteacher.
“It’s the afternoon!” replied the student.
 Each person’s speech is marked with speech marks e.g.
“Walk on the left,” said Mr Mathews.

Can I spell accurately?
 Sound out the word
 Think about how it looks
 Think about a similar word
 Is there a memory sentence for this word? (e.g. big
elephants cannot always use small exits)
 Look it up in a dictionary/spellchecker
 Ask a friend or teacher
 To learn it: look, cover, write, check

There are two main reasons why we use
apostrophes: for possession and to replace a
letter or letters.
Apostrophes are NEVER used for plurals.
For example:
There were many cats.
There are ten sweets.

Punctuation
Full stop

.

Comma

,

Question
mark
Exclamation
mark
Apostrophe

?

Speech
marks
Colon

“”

Semicolon

;

Dash /
hyphen

-

Brackets

( )

Ellipsis

…

!
‘

:

indicates that a sentence has
finished
indicates a slight pause in a
sentence, separates clauses in a
complex sentence and items in a list
goes at the end of a question
goes at the end of a dramatic
sentence to show surprise or shock
shows that letter(s) have been left
out or indicates possession
indicate direct speech, the exact
words spoken or being quoted
introduces a list, a statement or a
quote in a sentence
separates two sentences that are
related and of equal importance
separates extra information from
the main clause by holding words
apart
can be used like dashes, they
separate off extra information from
the main clause
to show a passage of time, to hook
the reader in and create suspense

Apostrophe for Possession
If a single thing/person owns anything, add an
apostrophe + ‘s’.
• The dog’s bone
• The boy’s homework
• Jones’ bakery
• Yesterday’s lesson
However, if it is a plural (more than one), an
apostrophe comes after the ‘s’.
• The dogs’ bones
• The boys’ homework

There / their / they’re
Take care with the use of there, their and they’re as
they sound the same but are used quite differently:
There shows position - Your seat is over there.
Their shows that ‘they’ own something - Their blazers
are navy blue.
They’re is short for they are - They’re revising every
day.

Its
Its, which shows that something owns something (our,
his etc) does not have an apostrophe: The dog ate its
bone and we ate our dinner.

Your / you’re
Take care with the use of your and you’re as they
sound the same but are used quite differently:
Your is possessive - This is your pen.
You’re is short for you are - You’re coming to my
house.

Practise / practice
Practise - the verb. I sat down to practise scales on the
piano.
Practice – the noun. Choir practice is at 4pm.

A. Keywords:
Mastery Menu
Studying Of Mice and Men will help
you learn to:
• Compare the context of a novel to
contemporary society
• Explore the juxtaposition of
nature and man
•

Investigate group representation
through stereotypes/archetypes

• Compare characterisations
• Experiment creatively with
alternative endings
• Develop mature and nuanced
responses

Vocabulary you will experiment with
in your writing this term will include:
Infrastructure, Displeasure,
Precarious, Serious, Unpinning
Fission, Optician, Racial, Indivisibly,
Marketable, Auspicious,
Contentious, Intolerant, Residence,
Unerring, Deferred, Relief, Coinhabit Reinvigorate Gnaw

B. Key Knowledge 1
Context: The real world situation at the time of the novella
Contemporary: the time and place in which we live
Juxtaposition: placing two opposite ideas/characters against
each other
Stereotypes: the expected traits of a group of people
Archetypes: characters that represent a group of people
Characterisations: the way characters are brought to life by
writers
Nuanced: detailed and offering more that one point of view

C. Independent Consolidation
Comparing similar texts from a particular author can be an excellent way of
fine-tuning your knowledge of a particular text.
Set yourself a challenge:
1)Research and read the opening of another classic Steinbeck novel (like
Grapes of Wrath)
2) Compare the similarities and difference between the language used in each
text.
3)Make predictions about how you think this text will develop compared to Of
Mice and Men

D. Expert Modelling:
How does the writer describe the mood in the barn on the night
of Old Major’s speech? Steinbeck uses a simile to demonstrate

the loss of power that Curley experiences after his
confrontation with Lennie, "Curley's fist was swinging when
Lennie reached for it. The next minute Curley was flopping like
a fish on a line.” The simile reveals that Curley is powerless as a
result of his injury and the simile could even suggest the
damage inflicted by Lennie to be life threatening to Curley as,
like a fish on a line, Curley is hooked, trapped and unable to
breathe. He struggles against the power of Lennie.

Subject: English
Topic: Of Mice and Men
9
Year:

E. Key Knowledge 2
Dreams – Each character in the text has their own
dreams that they live and work for: George, Lennie and
Candy share in the dream of owning their own place.
Curley’s dream is to be respected by others, whilst
Curley’s wife’s dream is to be a famous actress.
Loneliness– All of the characters experience
loneliness, except for Lennie (who has George).
Curley’s Wife (isolated because she is a woman) and
Crooks (isolated due to his colour) bemoan their lonely
existences at any given opportunity, whilst all of the
other men on the ranches live solitary lives as farmhands, without families.

F. Key Knowledge 3
Inequality – Of Mice and Men was set in a time in which the
laws favoured white people, and men held far more rights
than women. This is evident through the characters of Crooks
and Curley’s wife.
Animals and Nature – Steinbeck makes frequent references
to animals and nature, both literally and figuratively. At the
start and end of the novella, he vividly describes the scene of
nature, including the animals that reside there. He also
compares characters to animals, for example Lennie is
compared to a bear.

G. Wider thinking / further reading:

https://www.nobelprize.org/prizes/litera
ture/1962/steinbeck/biographical/

A. Keywords:
Prime number – a number that can
only be divided by itself and 1

B. Key Knowledge 1
Interior/ Exterior angles

Index – the number of times a number
is multiplied by itself

E. Key Knowledge 2

Highest Common Factor (HCF) – the
biggest number that can be divided
into two different numbers
Lowest Common Multiple (LCM) – the
first number than appears in the times
tables of two different numbers

Parallel – lines are parallel if the
distance between them is always the
same, so they will never cross
Interior Angle – the angle inside a
shape
Exterior Angle - the angle outside a
shape that forms a straight line with
the interior angle

Subject: Maths
Topic: Primes, Shape & Angles
9
Year:

Prime number facts
Angle fact: Interior Angle + Exterior Angle = 180°

C. Independent Consolidation
Always, Sometimes, Never?
You get a different answer when rounding
to 2 decimal places than when rounding to
2 significant figures.
What’s the same and different?
significant figures; decimal places
Convince me that all these numbers would
be rounded to 29.0 to 3 significant figures:
29.005; 28.97; 28.909090909; 29

F. Key Knowledge 3

Angles in Parallel Lines

D. Expert Modelling:

Venn Diagram – a diagram that shows
how properties of two different items
are related

Alternate Angles
are equal

Corresponding Angles
are equal

G. Wider thinking / further reading:
Search YouTube for other ways to find angles
inside of polygons

A. Keywords:

Nucleus
Mitochon
dria
Chloroplast

Ribosomes

Cell wall
Vacuole

Cell
membrane

Cytoplasm
Eukaryotic
Prokaryotic

Plasmid

B. Key Knowledge 1
Controls the activity
of the cell
Respiration occurs
here releasing energy.
Light energy is
absorbed and
changed into food
here.
Where protein
synthesis takes place.
Supports the cell and
keeps its shape.
Full of cell sap and
maintains the cells
shape.
Controls the
movement of
substances in and out
of the cell.
This is where many
reactions take place.
Cells from organisms
which contain nuclei.
Cells from organisms
which do not contain
nuclei.
Circular pieces of DNA
present in bacteria.

Surface area to volume ratio
gets smaller as the cell gets
larger. If the cell grows
beyond a certain limit not
enough material will be able
to cross the membrane fast
enough to accommodate the
increased cellular volume.
C. Independent Consolidation
Explain the differences in structure between a plant and
animal cell.
which process happens against a concentration gradient?
In an osmosis experiment, after 45 minutes, a potato
cylinder had lost 2.4 g in mass. Calculate the rate of
water loss from the potato cylinder in grams per hour.
Describe how a sperm cell is adapted to its role
Compare the advantages and disadvantages of light and
electron microscopes.

Subject: Science
Topic: Cells and transport
9
Year:

E. Key Knowledge 2
Animal and plant cells

F. Key Knowledge 3
Magnification equation

D. Expert Modelling:
What are the differences between; diffusion, osmosis
and active transport?
Diffusion – Movement of molecules/ions from a high
concentration to a low concentration.
Osmosis – Movement of water molecules from a high
water potential to a low water potential.
Active Transport – Movement of particles of substances
from low concentration to a high concentration.

G. Wider thinking / further reading:
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/z84jtv4/re
vision/6

Keywords:
A. Keywords:
Forces
Newtons
Contact
force
NonContact
force
Friction
Vectors
Scalars
Weight
Mass
Balanced
forces
Unbalanced
forces
Resultant
force.
Speed

Distance
Velocity

A push or pull up on an
object.
The unit of force (N).
Forces that acts when an
object is touching
something.
A force that acts when
objects are not in contact.
The forces that resists
movement because of
contact between surfaces.
Quantity that have size and
a direction.
Quantity that have size, but
no specific direction.
The force of the gravity on
an object due to its mass
The amount of matter and
object is made up of ( kg)
Opposing forces acting on
an object that are equal.
Opposing forces acting on
an object that are unequal.
The overall effect of two
forces.
Speed (metres per second)
= distance moved (metres) /
time taken to move the
distance travelled (seconds)
How far an object has
moved. Measured in metres
Speed in a given direction
(m/s)

B. Resultant
forces 1
Key Knowledge
Newton’s first law of motion states that if the forces action on
an object are balance, the resultant force on the object is zero.
- If the object is at rest it stays at rest
- If the object is moving, it keeps moving at the same speed.
Resultant force is the amount of
unbalanced force making the object
speed up. The second van on
the picture we have 100N one
direction and 80N the other
direction. 100N-80N = 20N

Subject: Physics
Topic: Forces
Year: 9

and vector 2
E. Scalar
Key Knowledge
A vector quantity has a magnitude and
direction, e.g. a force, velocity, momentum.
A scalar quantity only has a magnitude and no
direction, e.g. speed, distance, time.

C. Independent
IndependentConsolidation
Consolidation
- Define Newtons first and second law and compare the
similarities and differences.
- Explain what happens to air resistance as you increase your
speed.
- Compare the terms mass and weight and using the formula
show how you covert between mass and weight.
- A man runs after a bus. The bus is travelling at an average speed
F.F. Speed
Key Knowledge 3
of 5 m/s. The man runs 25 m in 6 s. Does he catch the bus?
Speed
is the rate of change of distance - it is the
- Design a practical where you measure the average speed of a
distance travelled per unit time. Like distance, speed
balls being thrown. (What equipment will you need?)
D.
D.Expert
ExpertModelling:
Modelling:

A car has an engine force of 4000N which is making it
move away from some traffic lights. The car has air
resistance of 1000N acting against it. If it has a mass of
1500kg what is its acceleration?
RF = 4000 – 1000
RF = 3000N
a = RF / m
a = 3000 / 1500
.

a = 2 m/s

does not have an associated direction, so it is a
scalar quantity.
The speed of sound in air is
Typical Speeds
about 340 m/s This is much less
Walking = 1.5 m/s than the speed of light in air
Running = 3 m/s which is about 3x108 m/s. This
Cycling = 6 m/s
explains why we see lightning
Car = 25 m/s
before hearing thunder.
G. Wider
thinking
/ further
reading:
G. Wider
thinking
/ further
reading:
https://www.bbc.com/bitesize/topics/zmj7hyc

A.A.Keywords:
Keywords:

B.
B. Key
Key Knowledge
Knowledge 11

Formal Elements:
Line

Shape

Form

Tone

Texture

Media

• When you sketch try to vary your lines and the marks
you make to depict things in the best way.
• Think about the mood of your work, do you need
warm or cool colours?
• Use a range of tones with smooth blending.
• Consider an interesting viewpoint or angle to add
further interest.
• Think about placement and balance in your work.

Line is the path left by a
moving point. A line can
be horizontal, diagonal
or curved and can also
change length.
A shape is an area
enclosed by a line. It
could be just an outline
or it could be shaded in.

C. Independent Consolidation
• What rhyme helps you remember your line quality
when drawing?

Form is a three
dimensional shape,
such as a cube, sphere
or cone.
This refers to the
lightness or darkness of
something. This could
be a shade or how dark
or light a colour
appears.

This is to do with the
surface quality of
something, the way
something feels or
looks like it feels.
The materials used to
produce a piece of art.

• What technique could you use to make a 2D item
appear 3D?

• What formal elements can you see in the images
in section D?

Subject: Art
Topic: Spots and Stripes
Year: 9

E. Key Knowledge 2
• Paint – acrylic, oil, watercolour, block, etc.
• Pastels – Oil and soft
• Printing
• Pencil crayon
• Pencil
• Fine liner
• Ink
• Collage
• Paint pens
• Papier Mache
F.F. Key
KeyKnowledge
Knowledge 33
Changing Tone to create surface interest:

D.D.Expert
ExpertModelling:
Modelling:

.
G. Wider thinking / further reading:
The Essentials of GCSE art & design – Nick Eggleton
www.Juliastubbs.co.uk – Art & Design student artwork
https://www.studentartguide.com

A. Keywords:

B. Key Knowledge 1

Carbohydrates

Temperature Probe - A cooking
thermometer that is used to measure the
internal temperature of meat, especially
roasts and steaks, and other cooked foods.

Carbohydrates are needed to give
the body energy.
There are two types of
carbohydrate:
Simple carbohydrates (or sugars)
– found in fruits, vegetables,
honey, jam, sugar, etc.
Complex carbohydrates (or
starches) – found in cereals,
bread, potatoes, pasta and rice.
Carbohydrates are stored in the
liver and the muscles. When our
body is active, we use these
carbohydrates to give us energy.
The more active we are, the more
energy we need to get from
carbohydrates in our diet.
However, if the carbohydrates we
eat are not burned off, they will be
stored as fat.

Subject: Catering
Topic: Nutrition
Year:
9

E. Key Knowledge 2

Hand Blender - A kitchen blade grinder
used to blend ingredients or purée food in
the container in which they are being
prepared.

Don't rely upon sight, smell or taste alone to
determine if your food is safe to eat. Make
sure foods are cooked to a safe minimum
internal cooking temperature

C. Independent Consolidation
1. Identify 2 ways we can ensure we get the correct
amounts of nutrients per day?
2.

Describe the effect of cooking on different vitamins.

3.

What religious beliefs may be linked with food choices.
Are all religions the same?

Ensuring foods reach this safe minimum
internal temperature with a food thermometer
is the only reliable way to ensure safety and
to determine the doneness of cooked meats
and poultry.

F. Key Knowledge 3

4. Why do we only need micro nutrients in small amounts?

Vegan - Veganism is both the practice of abstaining
from the use of animal products, particularly in diet

D. Expert Modelling:

Coeliac - Coeliac disease is a permanent, autoimmune
disorder that causes a reaction to gluten which is found
in wheat, barley, rye and oats.

Evaluations
Assessments should highlight
areas of development. This
could include skills, timing or
health and safety.
Try to always explain why you
found things difficult or how
you could improve in future
practical's.

Thoughtful
presentation of
assessments

Lactose Intolerant - Lactose intolerance is a common
digestive problem where the body is unable to digest
lactose, a type of sugar mainly found in milk and dairy

G. Wider thinking / further reading:
www.foodafactoflife.org.uk
Home > Cooking > Video downloads

A. Keywords:
Isolation:
Movement of separate body parts
that are rhythmic and sharp such as a
head, shoulders and hands.
Coordination:
Ability to perform sequences in a
dance routine that involve working
multiple body parts efficiently.
Dynamic Values:
The ability to apply the correct
amount of vibrancy and energy to a
performance.
Unison:
When a sequence of steps is
performed simultaneously.
Canon:
When a dance sequence is performed
by the lead dancer and then repeated
at various stages by the other dancers
in the performance to all finish at the
same time.
Core Stability:
The use of the postural muscles to
create a neutral alignment in the
body and help with balance.
Fluency:
Ability to perform a sequence of steps
or a routine with ease and smooth
transitions between each move.
Travelling steps:
Steps that can be linked together to
be performed around the dance floor.

B. Key Knowledge 1
West Side Story
Choreographed by: Jerome Robbins
The musical is based on the story of
“Romeo & Juliet”, where two people from
different gangs are forbidden from being
together. It highlights how music and dance
drives the plot and the characters
throughout the production. This is done
through the application of dynamic values,
musicality, technique and projection.

Subject: Dance
Topic: Jazz Dance
9
Year:

E. Key Knowledge 2

C. Independent Consolidation
1)
2)
3)
4)

Identify the stylistic features of Jazz Dance.
When and where did Jazz dance originate from?
How did Jazz dance evolve in to a technique?
Explain how Jazz dance has influenced dance today?
F. Key Knowledge 3

D. Expert Modelling:
Bob Fosse (1927-1987)
Born: in Chicago, Illinois
Choreographed "The Pajama Game."
Directed famous dance films, including "Cabaret and "All That
Jazz" Fosse received multiple Oscar nominations for his
contribution to dance and musical theatre.
Fosse’s signature moves in Jazz consisted of…
- Turned-in knees
-Sideways shuffling
-Rolled shoulders
-Rolled hips

Jazz Dance originated from America at the beginning
of the 20th Century alongside Jazz music. It came
about by the African slaves that were brought over to
America. They were banned from dancing and drums
and found Jazz dance as a way to express their
emotions. They used the shuffling of feet and
clapping of hands to generate rhythm and
movement. Jazz dance combines the spirit of
improvisation with the discipline of technique.

G. Wider thinking / further reading:
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=west+side+st
ory+jets+dance&&view=detail&mid=FEDC397F363811
892E6BFEDC397F363811892E6B&&FORM=VRDGAR

A. Keywords:

Improvisation – A form of live
theatre in which the plot,
characters and dialogue of a game,
scene or story are made up in the
moment.
Physical Theatre – Genre of
theatrical performance that tells a
story through just physical
movement.
Whole Class Drama – Where a
whole class joins together and has
an input to create a scene/piece of
drama.
TIR (Teacher in Role) – The teacher
assumes a role in relation to the
students/scheme of work.
In Role Writing – Where you are
asked to write from a character’s
perspective, typically in a familiar
format like a diary entry, a letter,
email or text.
Role on the Wall – An outline of a
person with information written
on/around it (representing the
character you're exploring).
Characterisation – The way an
actor plays a role, using his/her
acting skills to create a character in
a drama.
Mime – Portraying a character,
mood, idea, or narration by
gestures and bodily movements.

B. Key Knowledge 1
“Fundamentally, this is a whole-group drama process,
essentially improvised in nature, in which attitude is of
greater concern than character.”
(Bowell & Heap,
2001:7)
Process Drama will require you to work as a whole group to
create and lead a piece of drama where the decisions made
are influenced more by pupils than teacher input.

C. Independent Consolidation
1.
2.

3.

Research and explain how Process Drama can help
to educate audiences on social issues?
Justify your reasons as to why Process Drama is
fundamental in educating people about different
topics?
Analyse how your work has linked to the principles
of Process Drama?

D. Expert Modelling:

Subject: Drama
Topic: Process Drama
9
Year:

E. Key Knowledge 2
“Stories are what provide dramas with their
substance: the story a drama tells is the key to what
the drama is about.”
(Winston & Tandy,
2009:25)
By using a variety of stories for a Process Drama, it
allows us to explore a variety of topics. Over the
course of the unit make a note of the topics that are
being covered.

F. Key Knowledge 3
1.
2.
3.
4.

The status quo is revealed, which is then disturbed
People must do something as a result of this
People are therefore vulnerable and without help
People meet friends who are power givers and
helpers
5. People struggle and endure hardships
6. As a result people have a raised awareness and
wisdom, which empowers them to help; a new
perception or status quo is reached

G. Wider thinking / further reading:
http://www.interactiveimprov.com/procdrmwb.html
https://www.thoughtco.com/process-drama-strategyteacher-in-role-2713006

A. Keywords:
Keywords:
Free hand sketching - is when you
use a pencil to draw without the
use of rulers or other tracing tools.

Isometric - A 3D drawing produced
using 30 degree angles and parallel
Orthographic - Front, plan and side
view of a three dimensional object
often with measurements.
Exploded - is a 3D drawing that
shows the object slightly separated
by distance to convey how the
separate components fit together.
Annotation – is where you explain
your design ideas using notes,
labels and measurements.

B.
KeyKnowledge
Knowledge11 - Presentation skills
B. .Key
Draw faintly with a sharp pencil and ruler. Only high light
the correct areas with black pen. Use pencil crayons to
render your design neatly using light, medium and dark
tones. Add notes and labels to help explain your ideas.
Justify the choices for materials and processes that you
would use to make this product in the workshop. Suggest
alternative choices to show greater understanding

Enlarged sections – draw out
important sections larger to

E. Key Knowledge 2

Laser cut MDF heart

Varnish

Pine

C. Independent Consolidation
•
•
•
•
•

What material will be suitable to use and why?
What type of joining techniques would be suitable?
What surface finish will you use and why?
What tools and equipment will you use and how/why?
Where could you use CAD/CAM 2D Design Tools/Laser
and the vinyl cutter to add decoration to your product

D. Expert Modelling:
Rendering – is where you use
pencil crayons effectively using
light, medium and dark tones to
convey a 3 dimensional effect.

Subject: 3D Product Design
Topic: Block Bots
Year: 9

D. Expert Modelling:

String

Drilled eyes

F.F. Key
KeyKnowledge
Knowledge 33 - Accuracy of work
Marking Out - Measure in mm using a pencil and
a steel rule for accuracy. Try Square - A try-square
will allow you draw ay 90 degrees against a
straight piece of material. Steel rule - A metal
ruler that measures directly from the end point.
Drilling holes - Different drills and drill bits allow
you to drill holes into different types of materials.
Dowel - A solid cylindrical rod, usually made from
wood, plastic, or metal.
G. Wider thinking / further reading:
G. Wider thinking / further reading:

www.technologystudent.com

A. Keywords:

B. Key Knowledge 1

J’habite

I live

dans

in

devant

in front of

la maison

house

derrière

behind

entre

between

l’appartement

flat

sous

under

sur

on

à côté de

next to

à droite

on the right

à gauche

on the left

en face de

opposite

la rue

road

à la campagne

in the
countryside

dans un village

in a village

dans une ville

in a town

petit / grand

small / big

beau / belle

beautiful

joli

pretty

vieux/vieille

old

nouveau/nouvelle

new

neuf/neuve

brand new

moderne

modern

confortable

comfortable

gros

big / fat

C. Independent Consolidation

Subject:
Topic:
Year:

French
Where you live
9

E. Key Knowledge 2
La chambre

bedroom

la cuisine

kitchen

la salle à manger

dining room

1.

Où habites-tu?

la salle de bains

bathroom

2.

Comment est ta maison?

le salon

living room

3.

Décris ta chambre

les toilettes

toilet

4.

Tu voudrais habiter où à l’avenir?

D. Expert Modelling:

J’ai déménagé hier! J’habite maintenant dans une
vieille maison dans un petit village. Ma nouvelle
maison est très jolie et confortable, mais elle est
plus petite que ta maison. Il y a un beau salon,
une jolie cuisine moderne et trois chambres, mais
il n’y a pas de salle à manger.

F. Key Knowledge 3
ici

here

voici

here is

plus

more

moins

less

il y a

there is / there are

pour

for

G. Wider thinking / further reading:
Duolingo.com

A. Keywords:
A.
Keywords:
Gross National Product (GNP) –
total income plus earnings from
foreign investment
Human Development Index (HDI) score between 0-1 ranking how
developed a country it.
Birth Rates
Life expectancy - The average
number of years a person is
expected to live in a particular
place.
Infant mortality rate - The number
of children who die before the age
of one.
Literacy rate - Percentage of people
who can read and write.
Standard of living - The amount of
wealth or personal comfort that a
person or group of people have.
Birth rate – number of babies born
per 1000
Death rates – number of deaths per
1000
Trade – the exchange of goods and
services between countries.
Surplus – and excess of goods and
services.
Deficit – a lack of goods and
services.
Physical Quality of Life Index (PQLI)
- The value is the average of three
statistics: basic literacy rate, infant
mortality, and life expectancy at 1

B. Key Knowledge 1
Causes of poverty. Hurricanes and drought are more likely
to strike some countries than others. A lack of natural
resources – countries with few natural resources find it hard
to create products that can sell on world markets. Subsidies
(payments from governments to the producer) of goods
produced in richer countries push the prices of rich world
goods cheaper. Education is particularly important, as many
countries cannot afford to send all children to school even at
a basic level. Corrupt governments who make money and
wealth at the expense of the people.

C. Independent Consolidation
Describe
and
explain
the
pattern
shown on
the map.

D. Expert Modelling:
Explain how aid strategies can improve increase
development.
Large scale aid is called top-down aid as it is usually
given to the government of the developing country so
that they can spend it on the projects that they need.
Unfortunately this can lead to the mis-use of aid money
by unscrupulous governments. Small scale aid projects
are called bottom-up aid. These target the people most
in need of the aid and help them directly, without any
government interference.

Subject: Geography
Topic: Economic Activity
9
Year:

E. Key Knowledge 2
Physical factors: Great wealth of natural resources: coal
etc. Location: Geographical position beneficial for its
development: markets in South Korea, Taiwan and India/ on
major trade routes. Human factors: Globalisation:
Companies in developed countries have goods produced in
developing countries at a fraction of the price of the
manufacturing process in the HICs. China has a large
workforce which can be employed cheaply. Easy transport
around the world. Education: Increase of literacy levels
over the past 20 years: 90%. China has both large numbers
of unskilled workers and a growing number of highly skilled
workers.

F. Key Knowledge 3
TNC’s – advantages: created jobs and offered education
and training to employees. The infrastructure of the
country has been improved, with new roads and internet
cabling. TNCs pay tax to the government, which can be
spent on development projects.
Disadvantages of TNCs: There are poorer working
conditions for those employed in the factories. The
factories can damage to the environment by ignoring local
laws about water and air pollution. The profits made by the
company do not stay with the people who make the goods.
Factories are often footloose.

G. Wider thinking / further reading:
https://s-cool.co.uk/gcse/geography/development

A. Keywords:
Aristocracy: The highest social class
including people who have special titles
such as duke and duchess.
Autocracy: Rule by one person who has
complete power.
Bolshevik: A member of one of the
groups formed after the split in the
Social Democratic Party in 1903. The
Bolsheviks (meaning ‘majority’), led by
Lenin, believed in a small party of
dedicated revolutionaries.
Central Committee: The highest
organisation in the Communist Party
elected by Party members.
Cheka: Secret police set up under
Lenin’s Bolshevik government.
Haemophilia: Hereditary disease that
prevents the blood from clotting during
bleeding. Even minor cuts could lead to
excessive bleeding and death.
Kremlin: Twelfth-century citadel in the
centre of Moscow containing the
offices of the Soviet government.
Marxism: The thoughts of Karl Marx,
the founder of Marxism.
Middle class: A social classification of
people who are well educated, such as
doctors, lawyers and teachers, who
have good jobs and are neither very
rich nor very poor.
Soviet: An elected council of workers.
Tsarism: Refers to the system of
government in Russia which was
controlled by one man, the Tsar.

B. Key Knowledge 1

Tsarist Russia

Russian society before the revolution was very unfair. There
was a handful of very rich nobles but 80% of the population
was made up of peasants. A growing number of peasants had
moved to cities such as Moscow and St Petersburg to work in
factories. The living and working conditions in these cities were
very bad.
Tsar Nicholas II was a poor leader; one of his worst decisions
was to personally lead the Russian army in WWI. The Tsar was
forced to abdicate and a Provisional Government took over,
planning to make Russia a democracy.

C. Independent Consolidation
Explain why Rasputin became so unpopular with the Russian
nobles and how did this contribute to his downfall?
How successful was the policy of War Communism?
‘The Bolsheviks lacked popular support and so were forced to
use terror in order to stay in power’. To what extent do you
agree?

Subject: History
Topic: Russian Revolution
9
Year:

E. Key Knowledge 2

Revolution

WWI had a very bad effect on Russia. Millions of Russian
soldiers were killed and there were food shortages in the
cities. People began to blame the Tsar and their protests
led to his abdication.
The Provisional Government was set up to rule Russia
after the Tsar abdicated; their decision to carry on
fighting in WWI made them very unpopular.
The Bolsheviks overthrew the
Provisional Government in
October 1917; their aim was
to make Russia a communist
country.

F. Key Knowledge 3

Totalitarian Russia

The Soviet government looked like a democracy- but was
not- because the unelected Communist Party decided
everything. It was a one-party state, without real political
freedom, and people could not choose between different
D. Expert Modelling:
Outline briefly the key features of Lenin’s New Economic Policy political ideas. The only party at elections was the
Communist Party. Even if there were different individuals
A key feature of the NEP was the abandonment of War
standing for election they could not be members of any
Communism. This meant grain requisitioning was ended and
peasants could now sell their surplus produce for profit. Private other party. People couldn’t criticise the Party and its
hold on power. Political and personal freedom was
trade was reintroduced and people could now buy and sell
goods in a capitalist market. Factories and workshops with less reduced as the communist dictatorship tightened its grip.
than twenty workers were given back to their owners.
G. Wider thinking / further reading:
Important industries like coal and steel remained under state
https://www.history.com/topics/russia/russiancontrol. Power stations were built to help spread electricity
revolution
across Russia.
https://www.bl.uk/russian-revolution

Keywords:
A. Keywords:

Tempo - The speed of music
Dynamics - The volume of music
Pitch - The pitch of a note means
how high or low the note is
Rimshot - A rimshot is a percussion
technique used to produce an
accented snare drum backbeat. The
sound is produced by
simultaneously hitting the rim and
head of a drum with a drum stick.
Syncopation - Emphasising beats of
the bar that are normally
unaccented
Monophonic - A musical texture
with a single melody/rhythmic line
Homophonic - When two or more
melodies are being played in
harmony
Polyphonic - More than one
different melodies sounding at the
same time
Octave - E.g. The Interval between
one C and the nearest C
above/below it
Side Sticks - Hitting the edge of the
snare drum with the sticks held side
ways
Vibrato – vibration of string(s) on a
string instrument
Pizzicato – String plucking

B.
B. Key
Key Knowledge
Knowledge 11

Funk music is a great example for helping with music
composition and this music genre consists of Afro-American
musicians blending the patterns of jazz, soul and R&B. The
style typically features strong syncopation, ghosted snare
drum and shallow rimshots. Bands include James Brown,
Tower of Power, Kool and the Gang, Stevie Wonder, Sly and
the Family Stone, Red Hot Chilli Peppers, Parliament,
Soulive, Jaco Pastorius, The Meters. Slap bass is often used
in funk style music. Larry Graham was the first musician to
develop this style to add a percussive element in band with
no drummer.

C. Independent Consolidation
Q) How well did you manage to perform your music
today? Use the following musical terminology listed
below to help with your answers.
- Level of Accuracy - Tempo - Dynamics - Collaboration
skills - Good beginning and ending to your music musical expression
Q) How are you going to improve in your next lesson?

Subject:
Subject:
Topic: Music
Topic:
Year:Introduction To Popular Music
Year: 9

E. Key Knowledge 2
E. Key Knowledge 2
The Use of Improvisation in Music
Improvisation is making up music as you go
along. Most jazz music is improvised, whereas
most music for concert band, orchestra, choir,
etc. is written down.
In modern jazz compositions the musicians will
play a head, which is the main tune, followed by
a series of improvised choruses using the
chords of the head as a basis.
F. Key Knowledge 3
F. Key Knowledge 3

Logic Pro X Useful Resources

D. Expert Modelling:
D. Expert Modelling
The structure of your Music composition/performance will
look something like this:

INTRODUCTION
2 -

- VERSE

-

CHORUS

- VERSE

To Copy: Press ‘cmd’ button + ‘C’
To Paste: Press ‘cmd’ button + ‘V’
To Undo: Press ;cmd; button + ‘Z’
G. Wider
thinking
/ further
reading:
G. Wider
thinking
/ further
reading:

REPEATED CHORUS - BRIDGE - FINAL REPEATED
CHORUS

Focus On Sound
BBC Bitesize Music

A. Keywords:

B. Key Knowledge 1

Year 9 learners through Autumn A will
work on mastering their Hand Skills
from Year 8 and will explain and
evaluate advanced skills and
techniques for all of their activities,
when in practice and apply them in
competitive situations.

Students in Year 9 at SUA will be able to
reach Advanced to Exceptional levels within
their Hand skills. By getting to this stage
learners will be able to say, ‘I can
demonstrate, with outstanding precision,
control and fluency, an extensive range of
appropriate skills and techniques in
exceptionally complex and challenging
activities.’
C. Independent Consolidation

Hand Skills are skills we further
develop and master throughout Year
9. We look to enhance from
Remembering and Applying to
Creating and evaluating passages of
play within a competitive game
situation which we split into two
sectors, Physical and Technical.
Physical – Relating to your body and
effort instead of the mind, how much
you put in to each lesson no matter
your ability… always giving 100% and
having the correct attitude to learn will
further develop your technical skills in
physical education.
Technical - The term used for various
sets of general physical exercises and
skills used in a competitive situation to
help your team get the best result
possible. This will become a mastered
area and learners will peer/self assess
more and create own routines/
sessions.

‘I can demonstrate, with consistent precision, control and
fluency, an extensive range of appropriative skills, techniques
and tactics in very challenging activities.’

1 - What does precision, control and fluency mean?
Please provide two sporting examples.
2 - What are isolated and progressive sessions? (Research
terms)
3 – Explain the difference between tactics and
techniques?
D. Expert Modelling:

Subject: PE
Topic: Hands Skills
9
Year:

E. Key Knowledge 2
Year 9 Learners will enhance their technique and
application of Hand skills in competitive activities
over a range of both individual
and team sports. Learner will be able to acquire
and produce Mastery Hand skills well to a wide
range of both team and individual activities.
To enhance learning and development within
Hands skills lessons there will be plenary's at the
end of each lesson to Reflect on your
performance in assessed competitive games.
F. Key Knowledge 3
PE @SUA Assessment task:
You will take part in a competitive game situation
after you have been taught a range of Mastery
levelled skills. You will then analyse and review
your own and peers performances.
As part of this you will need to demonstrate a
range of the following skills: Throwing, catching,
dribbling, passing, receiving, shooting, rebounds,
intercepting, dodge, marking, footwork.
G. Wider thinking / further reading:
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/z8hkj6f/resources/1
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uplo
ads/attachment_data/file/239086/SECONDARY_national_curriculum__Physical_education.pdf

A. Keywords:

Sociology – the study of society
Psychology – the scientific study
of mind and behaviour
Stroop test – a
neuropsychological evaluation to
measure mental vitality and
flexibility
Gender – a role with norms and
expectations of how to act,
linked to whether you are male
or female
Ethnicity – the cultural group a
person belongs to. It may come
from nationality, religion,
language and/or way of life
Race – humans split into groups
based on their biology
Social class – a way of dividing
people into groups usually based
on their occupation
Ethics – principles around
whether research is morally right
or wrong
Informed consent – participants
know what the research is about
and what taking part would
involve and understand they can
leave if they wish
Confidentiality - Participants’
information should be kept
confidential

B. Key Knowledge 1
‘What is Sociology?’, the simple answer is that it is ‘the
study of society’. So sociologists are interested in what
people do and why. Though most of us would like to
think of ourselves as the authors of our own destiny, it
is evident that humans are largely tribal. Human
behaviour is not random, but follows patterns and
trends, which are often shaped by forces outside of our
control. Sociology is a subject that seeks to tackle and
provide explanations for why people do what they do.
C. Independent Consolidation
Using a Venn diagram compare and contrast sociology
and psychology
Put the ethical issues in order of importance. Justify your
placements

Assess the problems faced by those of lower social
classes
D. Expert Modelling:
Explain two areas of life where some ethnic minority
groups experience inequality in the UK today
Ethnic minority groups are more likely to be victims of
crime and black people are more likely to be arrested
and sent to prison than white people. There is still an
ethnicity pay gap- ethnic minority groups are still paid
less on average than white people.

Subject: Social sciences
Topic: Themes, issues & debates
9
Year:

E. Key Knowledge 2
Psychology is the scientific study of the mind and
how it dictates and influences our behaviour,
from communication and memory to thought and
emotion. It's about understanding what makes
people tick and how this understanding can help
us address many of the problems and issues in
society today. Psychology is dedicated to the
study of human behaviour (thoughts, feelings and
motivations) and through research makes sound
scientific conclusions.
F. Key Knowledge 3
Any research conducted in the UK has to abide by
the code of ethics set out by the BPS or BSA.
Researchers should consider the following when
they plan and run research; have participants
given informed consent? Have the participants
been deceived in any way? If so, could this have
been avoided? Have the participants been
debriefed? Have they been given the opportunity
to ask questions?
G. Wider thinking / further reading:
https://faculty.washington.edu/chudler/neurok.h
tml

A. Keywords:

B. Key Knowledge 1

¿Qué te gusta
comer/beber?

What do you like
to eat/drink?

Me gusta(n)
mucho

I really like

el agua

water

el arroz

rice

la carne

meat

los caramelos

sweets

la fruta

fruit

las
hamburguesas

hamburgers

los huevos

eggs

la leche

milk

Subject:
Topic:
Year:

Spanish
Food
9

¿Qué desayunas?

What do you have for breakfast?

Desayuno…

For breakfast I have…

¿Qué comes?

What do you have for lunch?

Como…

For lunch I have…

¿Qué cenas?

What do you have for dinner?

En el restaurant

At the restaurant

Ceno…

For dinner I have…

De primer plato

For a starter

De Segundo plato

For main course

De postre

For dessert

La cuenta por favor

The bill please

C. Independent Consolidation
1. ¿Qué te gusta comer?

E. Key Knowledge 2

2. ¿Qué te gusta beber?
3. ¿Qué desayunas?
4. ¿Qué comiste la última vez que fuiste a un restaurante?

el marisco

seafood

el pescado

fish

el queso

cheese

las verduras

vegetables

las tostadas

toast

el té

tea

las patatas fritas

chips

5. ¿Te gusta probar comida nueva?

D. Expert Modelling:
El año pasado fui a Barcelona con mi famillia. Fue guay y
me encantó. Una noches fuimos a un restaurante donde
comí caracoles y me gustaron. ¡Qué ricos! En mi opinión, es
importante probar cosas nuevas. Ahora los como una vez al
mes. El año que viene voy a ir a Mallorca y voy a probar el
frito mallorquín.

F. Key Knowledge 3
¿Qué vas a traer?

What are you going to
bring?

Voy a traer quesadillas

I’m going to bring
toasted cheese tortillas

Voy a traer un aguacate

I’m going to bring an
avocado

Voy a traer una botella
de limonada

I’m going to bring a
bottle of lemonade

G. Wider thinking / further reading:
Duolingo.com

